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About This Game

Dodge and run your way through a failing ship as you flee for your life.
The Syndicate's taking fire and the crew have fled. As you prepare your escape the security system detects intruders on board.
As you dawn your suit and race down the halls make sure you align yourself with the gates and match the colors or you could
fall victim to the ship's security as well. As a crew member of the ship Syndicate, you have been awarded specialized armor

capable of mitigating the security systems stunning effects.

Prepare for a challenge as you dodge Obstacles and Change colors to match gates.
Customize your look with armors you unlock through meeting milestones.

Get into the groove with Rhythmic music and timing.
Up your game by increasing levels of difficulty.
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I thought I'd troll my friend with a negative review of this game, but after playing the newest iteration released here on steam I
can't bring myself to do so. Now as someone who sucks at video games I find some parts of the game difficult to get through
before practicing for a while.

It's a simple game reminding me somewhat of that classic Simon Hasbro game. I found this game fun to play, just wish the
armors had fidget spinners on them.. This is a challanging mini mental game that reqiures you to remember what color matches
with what number on the keyboard. Once you figure that out the game seems easy until it gets a lot faster adding in jumps and
turns. Honestly it reminded me of temple run with a sprinkle of Guitar hero with the colors. I found it to be fun and at Its asking
price its definatly worth a try.
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